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Section 2.4- Chemical Reactions and Enzymes

Standards
At the end of this lecture you 1b. Enzymes are proteins that catalyze biochemical reactions without altering the reaction equilibrium and the activities of enzymes
should know: depend on the temperature, ionic conditions, and the pH of the surroundings

Review Questions Fill In Notes Lecture Notes

1. What happens to chemical bonds I. Chemical Reactions

during a chemical reaction? A.  A ______________________  _______________________

is a process that changes, or transforms one set of 

chemicals into another.

1. Elements or compounds that enter into a chemical 

reaction are called ______________________________.

2. Elements or compounds produced by a chemical 

reaction are called ______________________________.

3. Chemical reactions always involve changes in

____________________ that join atoms in compounds.

a. Chemical reactions can either __________________

or _________________ bonds between atoms or

compounds

b. Write an example of a chemical reaction.

II. Energy in Reactions

2. Describe the role of energy in A.  Because chemical reactions involve breaking and forming

chemical reactions. bonds, chemical reactions also involve changes in

___________________________________.

B. Energy Changes

1. When bonds are broken, energy is __________________

from the reaction.

a. Chemical reactions that release energy often 

occur _____________________________________.

2. When bonds are formed, energy is __________________

by the reaction.

a. Chemical reactions that release energy often will

not occur without a source of _________________.

3. List the sources of energy animals 3. All organisms must carry out _____________________

and plants use to drive chemical ________________________ to stay alive.

reactions. 4. Every organism must have a source of ______________

to carry out chemical reactions.

C. Activation Energy

1. The energy needed to get a reaction started is called

______________________  _______________________

III. Enzymes

A. A substance that speeds up a reaction by lowering the 

activation eneryg of reaction is called a ________________.

B. _______________________________ are protein catalysts.

1. Draw the graph of reaction and how an enzyme effects

4. What is the function of an enzyme? the speed (rate) of a reaction.



IV. Enzyme Action Lecture Notes
A.  For a chemical reaction to take place, the _______________

must collide with enough enough energy to break and make

bonds.

B. Enzyme-Substrate Complex

1. The reactants of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction are 

5. Why is the enzyme-substrate called ___________________________________.

complex often compared to a a.  Substrates bind to a site on the enzyme called the 

lock and key? _____________________  ____________________.

b. The active site and substrates have

__________________________________ shapes.

C. Regulation of Enzyme Activity

1. List two ways enzyme activity can be affected.



Summary/Thinking Map
Draw a flow map of how an enzyme can be reused over and over for a reaction. Be sure to include substrates 
and product. 



Key Vocabulary
Define the Key Vocabulary for this section.  Be sure to number and underline your Key Vocabulary word.


